
Chemdawg Auto
The Perfect Fuel-Flavored Power House!

• Overpowering high! You’ll instantly get blasted into another planet, recommended for those with a high tolerance.
• Smell the fumes. A boosted and refined mixture of gas, fuel and diesel that pack a punch! 
• Discreet. Growing up to 90cm, the compact structure is ideal for stealth growers.
• Super tough. This plant can easily withstand colder climates and is highly resilient to pests.
• Easy to grow. Ideal strain for those new to autoflowers.
• Boosted and refined. An auto version that’s even stronger than the original! 

For those who love pungent, gassy, fuel terps with a knock out effect. A tough, compact plant with up to 20% THC Original
Auto Chemdawg is an easy to grow strain that is a good starting point for anyone new to growing autoflowering genetics. Due
to her potency, she is a wise choice for smokers with a high tolerance that enjoy a narcotic high and are lovers of
overpowering flavors. She is very easy to trim and a fast grower meaning anyone who requires a quick-growing strain will
obtain excellent results. This strain is an absolute must for extractors and hash makers looking for something special.

Bud description
Original Auto Chemdawg will produce stunning compact, thick buds that have a chunky pointy appearance. The calyxes will
be small and packed closely together with an abundance of pistils covering the buds. Her resin profile is extremely impressive
and the fragrance she releases is astoundingly dank.
Smoke report
If you want nothing but potency, then this is the strain for you. Smoking Original Auto Chemdawg will instantly blast you into
another world followed by heavy eyes, arms, and legs. The ultimate therapy for taking the edge off after a long day, or putting
your feet up for a night in watching a box set at home. A perfect choice for bedtimes and evening and getting into a deep
state of undisturbed meditation.
Plant Appearance
She is one of the shorter varieties that we offer, so expect plants to range between 60-90cm final height. Bedroom growers
will love this strain as she has such a short and stout structure, that stretching is minimal and she also requires little
maintenance or plant training. Outdoors she grows at a fast pace and will produce dense buds that will be ready to harvest
within 8-9 weeks, where yields of 350-400gr/m2 can be expected
Grow Tips
Thanks to her low profile, it is advised to grow this strain closely together in a Sea of Green as she grows uniform and
homogenous. She is also ideal for growing outdoors and easy to camouflage because of her low squat nature, so is a great
choice for outdoors, on a balcony or patio. Be warned that her devastatingly powerful aroma can become very loud meaning if
growing outdoors be extra vigilant to her pungent odor. Because of her tough resilience to plant disease and pathogens, she
will withstand colder climates with no problems.
Flavor
A fusion of chemicals that range between gassy, petroleum with earthy essences. Her taste is magnificent, unique, and long-
lasting meaning she is a terpene powerhouse and packs flavor for days. A mix of highly desirable flavors that are a concoction
of earthy, fuel, gas with a chemical kush aftertaste that you will fall in love with.

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/original-auto-chemdawg


